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data if necessary.
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1. Why do we need to plan before starting a

construction project ? What are the principles

followed in project planning and management ?

20

2. Differentiate between CPM and PERT method

of scheduling. Explain the procedure of

updating and monitoring a PERT based

shedule. 20

3. Activity Predecessors Druation

A — 4

B — 6

C A 6

D A 6

E A 8

F B, C 6

G D, F 15

H D, F 5

I E, H 8

For the following table draw the network

diagram. Calculate total float for each activity

and determine the Critical path. 20

4. Explain the term Inventory Control. Why is it

required ? What are the wastages involved in

storage of materials. Explain the necessary

precautions taken in handling of materials

during storage. 20

5. What are the different types of equipments

used in Construction of Building project ? 20

6. How is the Cash flow analysis done for any

construction project ? What are the results you

can get from Cash flow through out the

duration of project ? Explain the reasons for

monitoring the cash flow of a project. 20

7. Explain the tendering process for awarding a

proejct to a PWD contractor. 20

8. Briefly discuss the various causes which could

lead to accident on a building construction

site. Also state the precuationary measure by

which such accidents can be avoided. 20
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